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You can have your own custom screen saver featuring your own
animals, farm or family as easy as 1,2,3!! There are no limits
to the easy, fun creation of a screen saver made just for you!
There are many special effects available.
 Gems – the clear shapes that bounce around on the screen
and produce interesting distortions in the background
photo.
 Animations – Colored shapes of many kinds that travel on
the screen, such as hearts, etc.
 Captions – Custom wording either embedded in the photo,
or scrolling on the screen in various manners.
 Refresh times can be shortened or lengthened.
 Lettering can be in custom colors and fonts.
 Photos can be shown in a specific order or at random.
 Audio can be incorporated, such as a music clip or your
own sound recording.
 Files provided in .exe and .scr format

You provide the photos in a JPEG format and I will crop them
to fit the screen, or I can provide stock photos depending on
the subject.
Prices vary, but start at 10$ for 10 photos provided by you.
Files are provided as a download unless otherwise noted. CD’s
are available at an added cost.
If you have specific requests, let me know. As always, your
satisfaction is guaranteed or your money back. I want you to
be happy with the finished product!!
Hope to hear from you soon!!

Leslie, The Goat Source
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